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Always work on a (parchment paper) protected work surface with clean 
hands. Condition clay well before molding shapes by kneading it in clean 
hands until soft and workable. Never use tools or baking surfaces for clay that 
will be used later for food. 
1. Condition both packages of black Fimo soft and roll them out to an 

1/8” thick sheet that will fit over the book cover. Crumple a sheet of 
white paper and flatten it back out by smoothing it with hands. Place the 
crumpled paper over the clay and roll over both with the clay roller. The 
finer the crumples the finer the texture the clay will be. Put the clay on the 
book smoothing out any trapped air. Roll around the edge of the book 
with the clay roller to mark the book’s edge. Carefully, trim off the excess 
clay with a craft knife. Be sure to leave a 1/2” area without clay, at the 
books spine edge to allow the book to open freely.

•	 Staedtler® Fimo polymer clay 56g 
packages:
Fimo® Effect: 

Red Glitter
Silver Metallic

Fimo® Soft: 
White
Black (2)
Sun Yellow

•	 Sketchbook 5-1/2” X 8-1/2” 
(shown)

•	 5/8” red ribbon
•	 1/8” black craft leather
•	 Glue
•	 Acrylic red 5mm round rhinestones
•	 Staedtler® basic sculpting set & 

clay roller
•	 White paper
•	 Parchment paper
•	 Craft knife
•	 Unused sandwich bag
•	 Oven

SUPPLIES & TOOLS:

DIRECTIONS: 

Skill Level: Experience necessary Crafting Time:  6+ hrs



4. Roll out some silver metallic Fimo Effect clay to an 1/8” thick sheet and 
cut out a banner shape. Place sandwich bag over the piece and smooth 
the edges. Write or print name out on a piece of paper to fit the banner 
and with a pin or piercing tool, poke along the word through the paper 
and into the clay banner marking the letters into the clay. Roll out a very 
thin worm of red glitter clay and trace the dots with the worm to make the 
name.

2. Roll out some Fimo effect silver 
metallic to an 1/8” thick sheet 
and cut out triangles to go on 
the book cover corners. Roll out 
little balls and use the end of a 
round tool that is slightly larger 
than rhinestones to push a dent 
into each ball.

3. Use the tattoo templates to cut out shapes from flattened sheets of clay 
with your craft knife. If using a different sized book, enlarge or reduce the 
sizes of the templates to fit. Place the sandwich bag over the cut out clay 
shapes and use the tools to push and pull texture into the shapes. The 
sandwich bag’s thick, flexible plastic will help smooth the shapes evenly 
with very little fingerprints. Round off the edges of the shapes by gently 
smoothing the clay through the sandwich bag with finger.

5. Assembling the cover is easy. Just layer the pieces previous made onto 
the cover and gently press to secure them. Bake the book with the clay 
pieces on it in a preheated 230 degree oven on a parchment lined baking 
sheet for twenty minutes. Turn off the oven and crack the door open after 
baking. Let the piece cool in the oven slowly. If the clay separates from the 
book after cooling, use white craft glue to glue the clay back down. Glue 
some ribbon to the inside front and back cover of the book in the center 
of each edge. Use the ribbon to tie the book closed. Glue rhinestones to 
the places made for them on the corners of the book.      

6. Make a bookmark by sandwiching the ends of some ribbon and leather 
cord between two flattened clay shapes. Here the flames from the heart 
template were used. Add some details to the bookmark, like places to put 
rhinestones. Bake all pieces in a preheated 230 degree oven on a parch-
ment lined baking sheet for twenty minutes and allow them to cool before 
gluing them together. Cut the ribbons two” longer than book.


